Without further delay, I will go ahead and get started. The first thing we’d like to do is take
attendance. Please use your chat box in the Go To Meeting software to enter your name
and anyone else who has joined you for this webinar and we will use that to take
attendance.
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We’re going to talk about the idea of Direct Services vs. Pooled services, two types of
workforce services we will track using client tracking. We will look at programs subject to
client tracking and programs that do not need to be put into client tracking. We will look at
the steps to enter services and pay the vouchers, as well as look at sub‐project codes that
we will be using this year. There is also a new layer of coding that we will talk about toward
the end of the presentation for special projects. And finally, our developer and contractor,
Siva, will answer common questions he’s received through his help desk.
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The first thing we want to do is make a distinction between two types of services we
provide through our workforce programs. Basically there are two types of services – what
we call Direct Services are those services that are tied to a specific individual such as an ITA
for training. You know it’s for one person, you know the dollar amount, and it’s very easy
to say that is a benefit for that individual.
We also have what are known as Pooled Services – or some people call them Indirect
Services. These are more of those staff intensive, one‐on‐one, case management type of
services. Also your staff salary and benefits could be considered Pooled Services. They’re
more for a group of customers; it’s difficult to isolate the cost to a particular participant.
Direct Services are more of your training and supportive services and Pooled Services are
usually what we think of as career services.
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Here are some examples of Direct and Pooled services. For Direct Services, we have
ITAs, OJT, Work Experience Wages and Supportive Services. These are the services
we want to track in the new Client Tracking module by participant.
All of the Pooled Services like testing, case management, your resources and supplies
in the resource room, and different contracts you have for customer services are
Pooled and are not part of client tracking. You can continue paying for those services
and reporting them as costs as you’ve always done, but it is not necessary to link
those types of costs to an individual participant.

Here we have a numeric example. We have Mary Seeker; she received a supportive service
of $10 and OJT payments. We can easily add those up and see that we spent $2,600 on
this individual. The Pooled Services on the other hand are a little more difficult to pin
down and that’s why we use a cloud for the pooled services.
We know we spent $98,000 in a month or quarter and served 70 people. So you can
estimate that we spent $1,400 each. You can estimate that we spent $4,000 in serving
Mary Seeker. But that second step is more of an estimate than an actual accounting of the
costs of services for this individual.
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So we just wanted to cover those two concepts because you’ll hear us using the terms
Direct and Pooled Services throughout this presentation. Now any time a new system rolls
out, we realize it’s not going to be perfect the first year. ODJFS does not intend to raise
concerns or issue findings if areas are not able to track direct services of every participant
this year. However, we do want to see new participants coming in for services during PY16
to be put in client tracking and to have their direct services by participant. We also do not
want to create a burden for local areas by requiring the client tracking of very old services
or old grants for which there’s no point in going back to provide the client tracking.
So for services that began before July 1, 2015, over a year ago, it is not necessary for the
service costs or expenses to be tracked at the client level. We are fine with you paying off
those old services and using your old methods to account for those without tying those to
the participant. Likewise, the new system was built around the functionality for CCMEP
implementation. The PY15 Youth funds that you may have as carry‐over dollars are not
part of CCMEP. Therefore areas are not required to track client level costs for the services
funded with PY15 Youth dollars. We have no functionality built to enter the PY15 costs at
the client level anyway. All Rapid Response grants and the Industry Workforce Alliance
grant ended on June 30, 2016. There is no need for you to enter client level costs or to
track expenses at the client level for those old grants. Those grants are considered water
under the bridge. Final invoices paid for those grants may be paid using non‐client tracking
methods which we will describe on the next slide.
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This screen shows the voucher entry screen in the CFIS system used by the Fiscal staff when
paying vouchers. To process vouchers not subject to client tracking, the Fiscal staff will use
the “Add Line” button instead of the “Add Line From Svc” button. This allows the voucher
to be created without being linked to a particular service in OWCMS. This button should be
used for the programs and populations described on the previous slide which are not
subject to client tracking. Also any Pooled Services that you wish to pay for can be entered
using the “Add Line” button moving forward.
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This slide lists the programs and populations for which the local area should begin using the
client tracking process and functions. Any direct services that began in the past year or will
be provided during Program Year 2016 using the grants listed on this slide should have the
cost of the services obligated in client tracking and the voucher payment linked to that
service.
So we have the Adult, Dislocated Worker, and National Emergency grants, CCMEP TANF
funded participants, CCMEP WIOA Youth PY16 funded participants, and any Rapid
Response awards that are issued in PY16, we wish to start using client tracking.
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This is the basic process for entering the client tracking costs when entering the service.
The first step – as has always been done – is the case manager will go into WCMS and enter
the service on the Services screen. Next, the worker should log into CFIS to add the
service. A conversation will occur between the two systems to transfer the service data for
the participant as identified by name, social security number, and date‐of‐birth. WCMS will
respond with the service details that were entered earlier.
The worker will then list the services by month and finally select the appropriate CFIS
project code which identifies the funds that will pay for this service.
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As mentioned on the previous slide, after entering the service in WCMS, the worker should
sign into CFIS in order to initiate the conversation between the two systems. To initiate the
conversation, click the “Add from WCMS” button on the Case/Services screen. This will
transmit in real time, the participant’s name, SSN, and date of birth to WCMS where the
case services information will be sent back to CFIS. The worker can then proceed with
listing the planned costs by month and selecting the Project Code.
Question: Are you saying we do not need to track Pooled Services by client (for example,
the $1,400 average cost on slide 5) to the participant.
Answer: There is no work for you to do. There is no need for you to try to compute Pooled
Service costs on your own. Just pay for your services and enter your participants as you
always have. Now we may create reports that allow you to pull if you want to get at your
cost per participant, but it’s not anything you need to do – it requires no extra effort on
your part.
Question: Have you had any issues where revisions were made in WCMS and when trying
to retrieve to CFIS, it does not update services.
Answer: We have a slide coming up with troubleshooting information if you’re having
trouble getting data from WCMS into CFIS.
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This slide shows the five most common reasons that some participant data is not received
in CFIS. If the service is old or has ended, the data may not transfer. This is not a problem –
client tracking is not required in these situations. The area can provide the service without
entering the cost in client tracking.
This process was designed to allow a county to process services entered by that county.
Therefore if the services in WCMS were entered by staff in county A, they cannot be funded
by county B. County B staff should enter the services and obligations for the services that
its county will fund.
Also any mis‐matches in data between the two systems could prevent the transfer of data.
WCMS cannot located the correct record if CFIS is asking for a different SSN, DOB, or name.
Therefore these data fields should be made to match in both systems and the area should
try again to add the service in CFIS.
If you try these troubleshooting methods and still can’t get the data to transfer, feel free to
serve the client and pay the invoice outside of client tracking. We do not want to hold up
your processes. We do not want customers to not be served just because of client tracking
issues.
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This table represents the entry of dollar commitments for a direct service in CFIS. The
months of the service period are listed in order for the worker to enter planned expenses in
those months. We see that a $1,300 payment will be due in September and another
$1,500 in December. If the worker checks the “Authorized” column, this will notify the
system to begin counting the commitment as an obligation on the next financial report,
and continue reporting the obligation until the voucher associated with the cost is paid.
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The final step in entering the service in client tracking is for the worker to select an
appropriate project code. As shown on this mapping, CFIS presents the appropriate project
codes based on the eligibility of the participant in WCMS. Fortunately, many of the
programs only offer the worker one or two choices to select from.
The NEGs for example each have only one choice to select from, so there is no chance of
workers selecting the incurred project code.
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The list of project codes is a bit more complicated for CCMEP. CCMEP expenses paid with
Youth dollars for example require identification of whether or not the youth and whether
or not the service is Work Experience. This is because of the 75% minimum spending on
out‐of‐school participants and the 20% minimum spending on Work Experience.
Incorrectly selecting the code at this point could cause the area to fail the minimum
spending requirements. So it’s a good idea for Fiscal staff to double‐check the entries by
the workers performing data entry, and to provide training to local staff on how critical
these selections are, and how they can affect your area’s performance.
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When paying an invoice for a direct service in the client tracking system, use the “Add Line
from Svc” button in order to associate the expense with an obligation entered previously.
This button will result in a list of participants to choose from, the services authorized for
the participant, and the actual cost for each service.
Question: If we contract out the WIOA youth program and CCMEP to the same provider,
does that provider need to track this?
Answer: It’s up to each area to decide whether internal staff will perform the data entry
under the Lead Agency role, or whether you will grant that role to a staff person who works
for the sub‐contractor. Using the roles available to your local administrator, you can set up
whoever you want to perform the data entry of these costs.
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Next I want to talk about Projects and Sub‐Projects and the coding structure we use to
track what money we used, and what we purchased. The project Code identifies the
population served and the funding being expended. Sub‐Projects were created several
years ago to identify what was purchased. For example, an expense can be coded to FWB
to indicate Adult, and to Career Services to show Adult funds were used to pay for the
service.
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There are several reasons why workforce programs require the use of Sub‐Project codes.
ODJFS receives numerous inquiries from elected officials, the media, and other
stakeholders about our workforce spending. For example, stakeholders have asked how
much was spent on training in a year, the average cost per OJT, supportive services issued
in one area compared to another, and the amount each area spends on overhead and
staffing compared with direct services. The ability to pull Sub‐Project data enables ODJFS
to quickly respond to these inquiries without needing to ask local fiscal staff to drop what
they’re doing and provide specific spending details in an ad hoc report. We used to
frequently bother you guys with these questions but we haven’t needed to in years.
Question: If we are adding a service using the “Add Line from Svc” button, how are we to
link it to a PO.
Answer: If you have a PO, you can use the “Add From PO” button.
WIOA also requires specific limits on spending for specific activities such as a limit of 10%
spent on Transitional Jobs, or 10% spent on Pay‐for‐Performance contracts. There are also
minimum percentages on spending. For example, the National Grants often require
minimum spending on OJT. The sub‐project codes enable verification of compliance with
these limits and to complete the required data on the quarterly financial report that we
submit to DOL.
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This slide lists the sub‐project codes used for most of our programs. The programs listed at
left will all use the 10 sub‐project listed here. A hand‐out was sent out with this
presentation with the definitions to help you understand what costs should be reported
under each code. Feel free to e‐mail me if you have questions about a specific expense and
which sub‐project code to report it under.
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This slide lists the sub‐project codes to be used for the CCMEP program. Some people may
be wondering what happened to the In School and Out‐of‐School sub‐project codes which
are still available at this time. ODJFS is planning to deactivate these codes because they are
redundant to the Project Codes mentioned earlier that already establish In School vs. Out‐
of‐School costs. The Sub‐Project code is meant to describe what service or activity is
provided to these participants such as Training or Supportive Services whereas the Project
Code identifies the population served such as In School or Out‐of‐School.
If the area wishes to use a Sub‐Project code to report Pooled Costs such as case
management, staff time and effort, tutoring, general overhead, framework activities, the
area should simply use the CAREERSRV code to report generic youth‐related Pooled Costs.
This is consistent with the use of this code under other programs.
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On Halloween night, ODJFS plans to deactivate some of the sub‐project codes that are no
longer needed. We are calling these “zombies” and “ghosts” to stick with our Halloween
theme. This clean‐up will simplify selections available in your drop‐down menus and help
to eliminate mis‐matches in coding. If the area attempts to use any of the following Sub‐
Project codes when submitting their September financial report due in October, error
messages will occur and the upload will fail.
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The Core & Intensive Service sub‐project code should no longer be used because it has
been replaced with the CAREERSRV code to align with WIOA language. As discussed
earlier, the INSCHOOL and OUTSCHOOL sub‐project codes are redundant to the Project
Codes that already track in‐school vs. out‐of‐school expenses. Mis‐matching the codes by
reporting a cost to the In School project code and OUTSCHOOL sub‐project code will create
confusion over whether the area achieved the 75% spending limit. Therefore these sub‐
project codes will be deactivated on October 31st 2016 and areas may use the CAREERSRV
code instead.
The RAPIDOTHER was only created to be used during the transition to the CFIS Web WIOA
module and is no longer needed.
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The last Disaster grant operating in Ohio ended on 6/30/2014. Fortunately Ohio has not
had a natural disaster damaging enough to qualify for federal funds ever since. Sub‐Project
codes for disaster grant expenses remain in the system, cluttering our drop‐down menu
and increasing the chances of mis‐coding. Therefore ODJFS will deactivate the Disaster
Grant sub‐projects on October 31st 2016 until Ohio experiences another disaster that
qualifies for federal funding, which hopefully will never happen.
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A series of Sub‐Project codes were created several years ago to isolate Regular NEG costs
from formula expenses. The Project Codes for each NEG already isolates these costs, so a
separate level of detail at the sub‐project level is redundant. Local areas operating national
Dislocated Worker grants, which is area 3, 6, 7, 11 ,13, 15, and 16, should begin using the
Sub‐Project codes available for other projects and grants on or before 10/31/2016. So
these redundant NEG codes can be deactivated.
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One benefit of the client tracking module is the automatic assignment of sub‐project codes
when services are imported from WCMS. All available services in WCMS have been
mapped in the CFIS system to the appropriate sub‐project code. For Direct Services, there
is no longer a need for staff to select the sub‐project code because the system has
automated this selection.
Several of the services have been listed on this slide, such as the linkage of the On‐the‐Job
Training service from WCMS to the TOJT sub‐project in CFIS.
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Areas with Rapid Response grants know that sub‐project codes are tied to the project
number assigned by ODJFS. For example, if Project #3 was a Rapid Response for a layoff
event at a specific company, the costs of all services provided to workers of that company
were to be tracked to the PROJECT03 sub‐project code.
Under the new system, costs of direct Rapid Response services map automatically to the
correct Sub‐Project code as described on the previous slide. Therefore, local areas should
continue selecting the correct project number which we now identify as the Special Project
Code. This will enable us to track the expenditure of each Rapid Response grant against its
sub‐project codes and special project number.
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Rapid Response pooled costs now require three levels of reporting. First, the Project Code
should be selected to identify Rapid Response funding. Second, the sub‐project should
identify what was purchased with Rapid Response dollars such as career services or
training services. And finally, a Special Project Code will be available to select which special
project operating in the local area that year should be associated with the cost.
OK, that concludes my presentation.
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Any time you have new users, go to the e‐mail box that OWD is managing so they can
create the user for you. Sivic Solution help desk does not have any access to creating users
or assigning roles. The distinction there is, if you’re asking for client tracking access, go to
the CFIS_CLT_HELP desk. Obviously you have to go though the 7078 process.
The client limit is for an individual person. The set‐aside amount is the overall limit that
your case managers have to spend in the fiscal year. If you only used FY16 and you put in
$20,000 for Adult money, there is no money for FY17 so they will get an error message.
There is no linkage between the set‐aside amount and the budget your fiscal agent is
getting. You can enter a set‐aside amount of $1 million and you could get an error during
cost allocation if you don’t have that much budget. We recommend you go ahead and
enter set‐aside amounts for the following year, for FY18, so your commitments forecast for
future planned costs can be completely in CFIS.
As of June 14, we took the complete list of active clients from WCMS and loaded them all
into CFIS. There were some issues, we had to eliminate some of them – for example, if
there was no SSN or DOB, we could not load them into CFIS. If you add a brand new client
in WCMS, then you also need to add that client in CFIS. There is no direct interface as of
today for new clients, but that will be there as of January 1, 2017.
If it is an ITA, it has to be a state approved vendor in the WIET system. If you’re paying
different vendors – a local transportation company for example – you cannot put them on
one line. The first may be the ITA, but the second line may be the support services. Your
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best option is to enter the support services which gives you the option of selecting any
vendor.
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Question: Where can case manager see the remaining balance in set‐aside?
Answer: A report is being created to show the amount available.
Question: Do we need to create a set‐aside amount for each grant?
Answer: That is up to each area – for example FWB for adult and FWK for dislocated
worker. If you do this, the worker cannot enter amounts for FWA for example because
there is no amount. So you should put a set‐aside coded as ALL of $30,000 for example so
they use all the other project codes, and then enter specific limits for FWB, FWK, etc.
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